Nowadays, the polymer science has impact in practically all life areas. Countless benefits coming from the usage of materials with high mechanical and chemical resistance, variety of functionalities and potentiality of modification drive to the development of new application fields. Novel approaches of combining these synthetic substances with biomolecules lead to obtain multifunctional hybrid conjugates which merge the bioactivity of natural component with outstanding properties of artificial polymer. Over the decades, an immense progress in bioartificial composites domain allowed to reach a high level of knowledge in terms of natural-like systems engineering, leading to diverse strategies of biomolecule immobilization. Together with different available options, including covalent and noncovalent attachment, come various challenges, related mainly with maintaining the biological activity of fixed molecules. Even though the amount of applications that achieve commercial status is still not substantial, and is expanding continuously in the disciplines like "smart materials," biosensors, delivery systems, nanoreactors and many others. A huge number of remarkable developments reported in the literature present a potential of bioartificial conjugates as a fabrics with highly controllable structure and multiple functionalities, serving as a powerful nanotechnological tool. This novel approach brings closer biologists, chemists and engineers, who sharing their effort and complementing the knowledge can revolutionize the field of bioartificial polymer science.
Introduction
Imitating the nature by researchers from all the fields of science is a common trend since decades and is continuously developing dynamically. The versatile applications of materials able to work like biological structures have made them a major interdisciplinary research focus. Since the discovery of macromolecules by the German scientist Herman Staudinger (Nobel Prize in 1953), the field of material sciences and technology reached countless life-changing developments, followed up with a drastic growth of plastic-polymer industry. The variety of possibilities offered by compounds chemically and mechanically stable with simultaneous potential of modification and functionalization opened a door for novel approaches that focus on designing materials able to adapt multiple functions, structures and capabilities -also biological like. The evolution of bioinspired polymeric materials leads to obtaining structures that combine the benefits coming from both sources -biological and synthetic ones. They can have advantages over the natural version, like improved mechanical robustness and reproducible chemistry, but at the same time operate according to biological mechanism, with the same or even higher efficiency. Those materials are developed by applying various strategies.
One of them is the synthesis of completely new chemical compounds that are able to adopt the same structure and function like pattern biomolecule. They are named biomimetic materials.
Within this approach, many stimuli-responsive polymers have been designed, like for instance a novel gel system developed by Yoshida from Tokyo University [1] . Over years of improvement, those polymeric gels are able to mimic autonomous oscillation movements present in living systems such as heartbeat or brain waves. This so-called biomimetic actuators convert a chemical oscillation process into a mechanical alteration in gels and can be also controlled by change of some parameters, like temperature or substrate concentration. This development provides a smart material that can generate self-propelled motions, pendulum motions, or directional motions and find variety of applications in biomedical sciences. Another example of the same concept is imitation of enzymes for widely understood sensing applications and biocatalysis [2, 3] , which recently improved, overcomes the challenges concerning poor selectivity of synthesized sensors by application of molecular imprinted polymers [4] . It is reported that molecular imprinted polymers-based nitroreductase has been already successfully applied for efficient determination of a drug metronidazole or hexazinone herbicide -pervasive ground water contaminant [5] . A known example of natural polymer replacement by artificial one can Tania Gumi is the corresponding author. © 2017 Walter de Gruyter GmbH, Berlin/Boston. This content is free.
be synthetic rubber; which it is used e. g. for car wheels production or artificial hair as a synthetic substitute of keratin [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Another approach to create polymeric biomaterials is based on a concept of its biocompatibility and, thus, possibility to use them in living organisms. This is a common challenge in terms of application of many synthetic structures -to be safely used in vivo, polymers need to be biodegradable and its decomposition products cannot be toxic at all. Several synthetic polymers have been found to fulfil these requirements and are widely used, for instance polypropylene and polyurethane in breast implants, polyurethane in artificial heart or poly(glycolic acid) as absorbable sutures [10] [11] [12] .
Besides, a big part of the research concerning the design of biological-like artificial systems is dedicated to the development of hybrid protein-synthetic polymer materials. The first attempts to obtain synthetic polymers containing biomolecule have been reported already in 1964 [13] , and since this time the knowledge in this term has evolved significantly. This combination of synthetic and biological parts is a step forward to fabrication of hybrid bioinspired structures with unprecedented properties and applications which are discussed in this chapter.
Biomolecule immobilization techniques
This chapter is dedicated to specific kind of materials that contain both units -artificial polymer and biomolecule. The goal of this approach is to obtain materials, which would possess advantages of synthetic polymers, like their performing mechanical properties, reproducible chemistry and thus possible large-scale production, and also coming from biomolecule-biocompatibility and functionality of natural system. This establishment correlates to many challenges which depend on the type of protein incorporated into artificial medium and on the desired application of the material. However, the main defiance, present in all kinds of used protein, is maintaining their biological activity, which often is lost due to change in a conformation or incompatibility with polymer [14] [15] [16] . Thus, within this particular concept, different methods of protein incorporation can be applied and are usually classified as follows.
Adsorption
The simplest and very commonly used method is physical adsorption on a support material (Figure 1 ). If performed under suitable conditions, this method can efficiently bind biomolecule into a support via hydrophobic or van der Waals interactions. Although this strategy found application in immobilizing enzymes for e. g. medicine purification purposes [17] [18] [19] [20] , it is usually too weak to cope industrial conditions; thus, in this field, it is preferable to employ other methods. Adsorption is relatively easy to perform and due to the fact that it is free from chemical modification, it is a very efficient and non-invasive method, which maintains the biological activity of proteins. Also, since it is reversible, it facilitates the purification of used biomolecules and supports. However, the main handicap is requirement of mild working conditions and very careful adaptation of both molecules and carriers.
Covalent binding
This method provides much stronger linkages between polymeric support and biomolecule ( Figure 2 ). Normally linkage occurs between functional groups present in the support surface and the groups of protein. Usually reactions used to create new bonds are 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions of terminal alkynes and azides, peptide bond formation, isourea linkage, [21] coupling via tresyl chloride, coupling via cyanogen bromide, coupling via cyanuric chloride or glutaraldehyde coupling [22] . In this case, due to strong interactions, leakage of biomolecule is minimized. However; this is a much more expensive immobilization method in comparison to physical adsorption. Moreover, it is also connected with the use of organic solvents what, unfortunately, is very often related to the loss of biological activity.
Entrapment
Entrapment of biomolecules consists of suspending them within the polymeric gel which delimits the movements and stabilizes the protein/polymer structure ( Figure 3 ). In this system, the gel acts also as a biomolecule protector, separating it from environment. As the polymer porosity can be controlled, it is possible to create a gel-net adjusted to the protein size in order to avoid leakage, with simultaneous permission to free moieties and active structure adaptation. Although protein loading achieved with this technique can be very high, there is a big disadvantage of this technique related to diffusion limitation through the gel: certain times, the gel does not allow the products of enzymatic reaction to release from it.
Encapsulation
Encapsulation is widely used in drug delivery system as well as in biocatalysis. Biomolecule closed in a polymeric semi-permeable shell has enough free space to freely move, but is isolated from environment ( Figure  4 ). Possibility to create pH-or light-sensitive microcapsules allows to release the protein from its core under desirable conditions [23, 24] . Because of the capability to produce capsules in different sizes, it is possible to encapsulate even relatively big biomolecules. The limitations related to this method are similar to the one with gel entrapment and concern diffusion problems. Another important factor is sensitivity of polymer to external factors like temperature or pH. Depending on the biomolecule function, the properties of polymeric capsules needs to be adjusted in order to release it under the adequate condition in the target. The next chapter will discuss in more detail the function of nanospheres and nanocapsules for drug delivery systems. All these techniques have some disadvantages and the concrete design of the perfect system needs to take into account both types of limitation -from the side of polymeric support and from the site of biomolecule. However, development of new chemical strategies and production process optimization resulted in the immobilization of various biological elements on different polymers and induced many remarkable discoveries. Election of the method depends on the type of immobilized biocompound and application of the final product.
Polymer/biomolecule conjugates
Researchers from all over the world are struggling to face challenges connected with specificity of particular biomolecules and polymers, trying to overcome obstacles to obtain desirable, perfect, defect-free biomaterials with multiple functions. Biological/artificial conjugates found plenty of application in industry, technology, biosensing, tissue engineering and pharmacology [25, 26] . Those applications according to the type of used biomolecules and polymers are described in the following section, while application in drug delivery systems will be discussed specifically in the next chapter.
Enzymes
Enzymes are proteins that assist catalytic functions of biochemical processes. Their presence is crucial for living organisms because most of the reactions do not occur spontaneously at normal body temperature. The characteristic work done by enzymes is related to their extremely high specificity coming from its particular geometric configuration, which allows to bind only proper-shaped molecules (key and lock mechanism). The catalytic activity of enzymes can be affected by different factors like temperature, pH or concentration of enzyme or substrate. They are also sensitive to various chemicals which inhibit catalytic reactions in a reversible or irreversible way [27] . Thus, all those features need to be taken into account while designing immobilization conditions and method.
High efficiency and selectivity of enzymatic reactions has always been an inspiration for the development of novel bioreactors and biosensors. Recently, the industrial competence in biocatalysis is achieved due to common use of lipases, esterase or peptidases [18, 20, [28] [29] [30] . Polymer/enzyme conjugates are reaching significance also in the field of decontamination. As a trend in green chemistry, organophosphorus (OP) hydrolase was used [24, 25, 31] . This enzyme hydrolyzes OP compounds present in the soil, which are pesticide components. OPs are very toxic and can cause damage to the central nervous system. An example of hydrolase/polymer conjugate is reported in the literature and employs enzyme immobilization in the thermostable triblock copolymer micelles. This strategy overcomes low biomolecule stability under different working and storage conditions [32] . Methyl parathion hydrolase was entrapped, for the same purpose in the poly(gamma-glutamic-acid)/gelatin hydrogel and this even enhanced its catalytic efficiency. An interesting approach, published recently by Xiao-Yu Yan and coworkers [33] , was the creation of nanofibrous membrane containing OP hydrolase which managed to fulfil both filtration and degradation functions for biochemical protective applications. In this approach, OP hydrolase is immobilized covalently via glutaraldehyde crosslinking on polyamide nanofibers. This novel design of the material makes it a potential tool for various civilian and military protection equipment and clothier production. Those fabrics would be able to protect human body via double mechanisms: by filtration of toxic products and converting it to nontoxic derivatives. This purpose is schematically demonstrated in Figure 5 . Immobilization of OPH via the same technique -glutaraldehyde crosslinking -found also an application in bioremediation. Obtained in this way, OPH-polyester textiles are cheap in production and easy to handle. Immobilized enzyme has enhanced stability, has good activity in un-buffered water and is able to degrade even very low concentrations of organophosphate pesticides. Moreover, its reusability in batch or continuous processes demonstrates that this kind of polymer/enzyme structure has a potential in environmental bioremediation of contaminated water [34] .
Noncovalent immobilization strategy was used to design a membrane that was able to immobilize even three enzymes at the same time [35] . This goal was reached by creation of flat sheet polypropylene membrane first coated with cellulose sublayer and application of simple pressure-driven filtration. By controlling of biofouling formation and driving it to form enzyme cake layers, obtained sheets maintain the activity of all three enzymes (formate dehydrogenase, formaldehyde dehydrogenase and alcohol dehydrogenase). This strategy provides a membrane that has an excellent potential application in multienzymatic cascade reactions, in this case bioconversion of carbon dioxide into methanol. The benefit coming from the strategy selected in this study is that there is no need to use organic solvents which very often are toxic and difficult to handle, and thus, may influence enzyme activity. To better understand the concept of performed immobilization, the new method was compared to sequential immobilization technique. Both options are shown in Figure 6 . Another interesting point found by authors of this work is considering simultaneously two immobilization mechanisms. At first, enzymes are physically immobilized on a surface by adsorption, but some of the aggregates were also found inside of the membrane, which suggests also an entrapment of the biomolecules. Nevertheless, because of the fact that any of those techniques is not involved in the creation of new covalent bonds, enzymes are still maintaining their performance. However, results of CO 2 conversion prove that the presented method requires additional modifications and improvements because of poor efficiency of carbon dioxide transformation, which is probably a result of insufficient space between the immobilized enzymes. Interferences coming from this fact cannot ensure proper reaction conditions for the following enzymatic reaction steps.
Most part of the research in this field is dedicated to enzyme immobilization for biosensing application, and the literature reports multiple examples of successful uses of this approach. The initiator of this branch of development was Thompson, who already in 1980 made a first step into novel material science expansion [36] . He used natural lipid bilayer with incorporated bioreceptors, which in living organisms play a role of biosensors. Thompson isolated this primal structure and immobilized on artificial polyamide support. By increasing the support stability, he made this sensitive structure handable and useful in biosensing applications. Since this moment, his idea was applied for immobilizing lipid bilayer on various supports and further modifying with proteins or artificial receptors, enzymes, antibodies, channel formers and carriers which play the role of transducers or analyte detectors. Possible determination of many psychoactive or toxic substances at very low concentration level makes biosensors have almost unlimited applications in our daily life. Very fast development of new bioelectronics makes a huge impact on progressing analytics, diagnostics, biomedicine and in all type of industries like agriculture and other industries. To draw an idea about how large is the application area of enzyme-based bioartificial polymers in biosensor production a few examples will be mentioned below.
As suitable supports for enzyme immobilization are chosen electroconductive polymers which, thanks to its electronic properties, enhance the speed and sensitivity of biosensors [37] . Those kinds of conjugates are based on direct binding of biomolecule (biocatalyst) into the electronic device. Azak et al. and Ekiz [38, 39] e. g. developed a novel conducting polymer matrix electropolymerized onto the graphite electrode, to which glucose oxidase was covalently attached using glutaraldehyde crosslinking. Later, Ayranci used the same method to bond an enzyme to a metalo-polymer, ferrocenyldithiophosphonate [40] . These examples of hybrid materials found application in glucose detection biosensors. One interesting approach uses enzymatic degradation of ethanol by alcohol dehydrogenase, or alcohol oxidase, for the production of detectors for alcohol concentration in breath [41, 42] . In this kind of system, the reactions take place in the three-phase interface; thus, a perfect application in this field found breathable electrodes. To better understand the working principle of those equipment, a device developed by Winther-Jensen can be mentioned [43] . The group from Monash University immobilized alcohol dehydrogenaze [44] on a widely used biocompatible conductive polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) PEDOT. Immobilization of biomolecule was performed by stuffing method, which is considered to be a gentle and noninvasive technique, potentially applicable for immobilization of biological elements. In the aforementioned method, biomolecule immobilization was enhanced also as an effect of shrinkage of material after additional post-polymerization coating. The schematic reactions occurring in this three-phase interface system and its application in the construction of breathable electrode are shown in Figure 7 . Alcohol dehydrogenaze-immobilized PEDOT material is placed between two compartments -to the first one is collected the breath air, and the second is filled with a solution containing NADH (redox mediator), Ag/AgCl reference electrode and counter-electrode. As the alcohol vapour concentration in the first compartment increases, ADH in the presence of NADH converts it into the aldehyde and the reaction performance is amplified to a current response detectable by the electrode. Experiments show that enzyme maintained its activity and oxidizes alcohol efficiently. Besides this fields, in a food industry alike agriculture and other life areas, gas sensors known as a electronic noses are also of great importance. They are devices that are designed to mimic human olfactory systems. This technology is a novel trend in "smell" sensors for a quick detection of vapour even at very low concentration. Possibility of using it in the determination of toxic gases in conditions that are dangerous for human health and life is an excellent and beneficial approach. An example of detector for formaldehyde (very harmful), widespread in environment volatile organic compound, was presented by Mitsubayashi et al. [45] , who designed bio-sniffer stick based on a formaldehyde dehydrogenase enzymatic reaction. Dehydrogenase was mixed with functionalized poly(vinyl alcohol) and then immobilized on polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) chip. This chip was then placed on a PTFE/Pt electrode, which provides chemical stability and mechanical strength by maintaining flexibility of the device. Dehydrogenation of formaldehyde is performed at first by oxidized NAD + , next reduced NADH is oxidized as a result of reaction with PTFE/Pt electrode. Reactions occurring in the system are as follow:
The fabricated biosensor exhibits high selectivity for formaldehyde recognition, and the detection limit is much lower than the human sense of smell; thus it presents a great perspectives for application in environmental monitoring. This is only one of many examples of the human sense reflection in electronic devices. Fast development of biosensor market allowed creating various apparatus like electronic tongue or stimuli-sensitive artificial skin. Fabrication of bioinspired enzyme-based materials is a revolution in nanotechnology and continuously delivers new tools with untold number of applications.
Polysaccharides
Polysaccharides are complex carbohydrates formed from at least two monosaccharides linked by glycosidic bond. In living organisms, they serve as energy storage and building functions. They are widespread and easy to obtain from natural sources. They possess a variety of structural and chemical properties, and they can be long chain or short chain, water soluble or insoluble and exhibit different functionalities. What is also the most important in terms of use it for bioconjugates synthesis, is their non-toxicity and environmental friendliness.
Polysaccharides found application in production of affinity membranes [46, 47] . The filtration mechanism through these kinds of membranes leads to adsorbate capturing (depending on the case; it might be for example viruses, endotoxins, bacteria or heavy metals) onto functionalized material surface, while the feed is passing through it. Rejected substance can be even smaller than the pores present in a membrane, but even though, due to big affinity to the "capturing" area, it will get adsorbed. For example, the pore surface might be functionalized with positively charged active group and within electrostatic interaction adsorb negatively charged ones from the feed [48] (Figure 8 ). These kind of membranes are characterized by low pressure drop and thus low energy consumption, high efficiency and high fluxes and can be easily regenerated. Various examples of the use of polysaccharide/polymer composite concern chitosan, a natural amino polymer extracted from chitin. As it is positively charged at low pH, it found application in development of materials which exhibit big affinity to removal of negatively charged species, such as heavy metals, across nanofibers or membrane contactors (chitosan//polyvinyl alcohol) reported by Prateek Khare et al. [49] or through membranes (PET/chitosan membrane) described by Li [50] . One of the interesting approaches of implementing this polysaccharide into artificial polymeric matrix is artificial liver development studied among others by Teotia [51] . They designed a system composed of polysulfone/tocopheryl polyethylene glycol succinate (Psf/TPGS) composite hollow fibre membrane, which is coated with chitosan. The coating procedure was performed by introducing first negatively charged groups into the polymer composite (sulfonation), which facilitated electrostatic interaction with amine groups of chitosan. The surface coated with polysaccharide exhibits biocompatibility and supports growth of cells (HepG2 cell line), thus mimicking liver-specific functions. This particular approach perfectly shows advantages of mechanical and chemical stability of synthetic Psf/TPGS membrane and biofunctionality of natural chitosan, which makes this polymer/polysaccharide conjugate a good potential material for artificial liver application.
Tissue engineering is another focus of scientists around the world who keep on looking for new ways to develop materials able to mimic biological bone tissues, facilitating its regeneration and simultaneously maintaining good mechanical stability. In this approach, polysaccharide-based composites are applied in a membrane configuration, like cellulose, alginate and chitosan [44, 52, 53] , which supports tissue regeneration and makes permeable platform for new cells growth. Because of its ability to adopt different shapes and well adapt to hydrated environment, hydrogels are a type of polysaccharide composites that have been widely studied recently [54] [55] [56] . This group of highly hydrophilic polymeric materials is able to accumulate large amount of water and thus can form flexible, three-dimensional structures [57] . Examples of chitin/PCL and chitin/PCL/nHAp microgel developed by Arun Kumar et al. [58] explore the potentiality of its use in engineering of bone tissue in inaccessible places, like skull. Moreover, hydrogels due to its unique structure can incorporate drugs and other growth factors, which accelerate tissue regeneration and the most important -its degradation products are completely biocompatible. Nevertheless, although the easiness of handling and good rheological properties are remarkable, poor mechanical stability is undoubtedly the main disadvantage of hydrogels. However, this handicap is recently improving by mixing polysaccharides with natural minerals. This is the case of composite of less explored natural polymer which is pullulan. Developed by Amrita et al., hybrid fibres containing poly(β-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB) and hydroxyapatite (naturally occurred mineral), when combined with pullulan, enhance the mechanical stability of hydrogel even 10 times [59] .
Chitosan has also shown potential as a flame retardant coating material. Laufer et al. applied its properties in coating polyurethane foams and polylactic acid (PLA) film [60] using layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly method. Positively charged chitosan was used to construct a multilayered film by convertible deposition of negatively charged mineral montmorillonite. The good performance of formed "nanobricks" presents a promising alternative for substituting halogenated flame retardant materials for environmentally friendly eco-coatings.
Another polysaccharide having big industrial importance is cellulose. This material found application not only in food packaging industry or as a biomedical device component but its interesting mechanical and optical properties give light on new potential functions. In the literature, various examples can be found of the use cellulose/synthetic polymer composites for construction of optoelectronic devices such as light diodes, flexible electrodes, biosensors or optical displays [4, [61] [62] [63] [64] . Shaukat Khan et al. prepared PEDOT/PPS/cellulose composite membranes by ex situ incorporation of those conductive polymers into bacterial cellulose pellicles. A similar approach has been achieved by Marins et al. who polymerized polyaniline doped with dodecyl benzene sulfonic acid onto bacterial cellulose sheets [65] . One year later, Müller et al. applied the same method by polymerizing polyaniline onto cellulose nanofibers [66] . Those novel conductive materials characterize outstanding stiffness and strength followed by biodegradability and renewability. Those properties make polymer/cellulose conjugates a material to be used for the production of intelligent clothes e. g. for health-monitoring system like heartbeat recording, body temperature control, body odour control, hemostatic materials and plenty of other tremendous possibilities [67] [68] [69] [70] .
Cellulose is used also to produce other smart -shape memory materials, which deformed to temporary configuration are able to recover their original form as a result of response to some external stimulating factor. In the case of thermo-responsive shape memory materials, this factor is temperature. The original form of material can be first modified by applying external force and temperature above transition temperature and then, if the material is cooled down without releasing external force, a temporary shape will be fixed. To recover the original shape, the only thing needed is again heating up the device above transition temperature. Auad et al. [71] demonstrate reinforcement of thermoplastic polyurethane after confinement of small concentration of cellulose nanofibrils. Those kind of materials have potential application in medical devices; however, very often the temperature needed to induce shape change is not applicable for use in human body. This handicap has been overcome by Bai et al. [72] , who applied ethyl cellulose/polycaprolactone (PCL) conjugate in order to adjust transition temperature to human body friendly (around 40°C). This interesting strategy lies in a design of water-activated rapidly switchable shape memory effect, reported by Zhu et al. [73] in cellulose nano-whiskers/thermoplastic polyurethane. They used the unique properties of a percolation network in nanocellulose which in combination with elasticity of a polymer lead to temporary shape fastening and original form quick recovery when wetted ( Figure 9 ). Later, Liu et al. [74] applied a similar strategy in microcrystalline cellulose/poly(D,L-lactide) composite. This recent enhancement has an unprecedented impact on development of novel smart materials with shape memory functions with innumerable and inestimable potential. Moreover, polysaccharide availability and easiness of handling and treatment continuously force the researchers to explore new properties of natural polymers and find still new applications.
Channels
Other biomolecules widely used in the field of bioartificial composites are ionic channels. Ion channels are proteins that catalyse the diffusion of ions across the biological membranes and thus are responsible for maintaining electrochemical balance between cell and its surrounding. Since the cell membranes are electrical insulators, ionic channels function as a selective gate which opens for some of the molecules allowing them to pass into the cell and due to conformation change closes to the others [75] . Because of the type of factor which impact its "gating" motions, ion channels can be classified into different groups.
One of the transport mechanisms occurs when the ligand attached to the channel binds the ion and then, because of conformational change, allows it to pass through that formed door, according to the concentration gradient. That type of receptor is called extracellular ligand-gated ion channel and it is present in brain and muscles. Voltage-gated ion channels are activated due to the change in membrane electrical potential. Those proteins are well-known potassium and sodium ion channels and also calcium channel and proton channel. When the signal influencing conformational change in a protein structure comes from the interior of the cell, this channel is called intracellular ligand-gated ion channel, e. g. cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator which is ATP-gating anionic channel. Understanding completely all of these mechanisms leads to proper design of bioartificial conjugates with very specific functions and destiny. Ion channels are proteins with incredible importance in many biological processes that cause rapid changes in cells, like muscle contraction, selective transport of nutrients and ions or hormone release. They work very specifically and its characteristic selectivity is a result of responsive conformational changes which then regulate the ionic transport [75] . Because of its extraordinary properties, they found a huge interest in developing new polymeric hybrid materials, mainly for biomedical and biosensing applications. Since ion channel functionality is related to transportation, their properties are mostly applied in biomimetic membrane technology.
To incorporate this biomolecule into artificial polymeric matrix with maintaining its proper functionality and without affecting the structure, it is desirable to reflect its natural environment, the most possibly similar to the one in the cell membrane. To cope with this goal, scientists tended to synthetize materials able to mimic those present in living organism lipid bilayer. The most important criterion was obtaining materials which have high thermal and chemical long-term stability and mechanical durability but simultaneously exhibited specific flexibility which would provide a proper free space necessary to perform ionic channel conformational changes. The great alternative to cope with this challenge is synthesis of self-assembly block copolymers which, in combination with bioactive component, offer variety of possibilities to create highly organized supramolecular structures. Because of its dual nature, those synthetic amphiphiles provide large variability of possible architectures. They are built from hydrophobic and hydrophilic blocks which are organizing spontaneously in the solution, similar to the natural lipid bilayers present in cellular membranes. The layer binding occurs through weak noncovalent interactions like van der Waals forces, hydrophobic interactions or hydrogen bonds, and thus they are flexible and can adapt to diverse topologies. As an example, Zhang et al. [76] synthetized an amphiphilic block copolymer (poly(butadiene)52-blockpoly(ethylene oxide)) in which functionally incorporated model membrane channel protein alpha-haemolysin, responsible for transport of little molecules like ions, nutrients or antibiotics. This innovative approach coped with the challenge of incorporating biomolecule in a large area in a stable, supported artificial tethered solid-supported membrane, which provided a novel material with potential applications in drug screening, biosensing or trace analysing. Those kinds of active self-assemblies can be organized in a shape of membrane, micelles, tubes or vesicles. An important factor regulating successful protein ion channel incorporation into artificial surface was discussed by the research group of Meier [77] , who studied in detail protein interaction with the support and events which can lead to deactivation or affect a structure. Their work concerning preparation of well-organized hybrid ion channel/artificial polymer structures resulted in the production of supramolecular assemblies. Hydrophobic polymer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) plays a role in the plasticity maintenance of structure in contact with solid support, while hydrophilic component -PMOXA -is separating ion channel from the direct contact with the base material. The same group from Basel proposed the modern concept of nano-machines, based on the combination of functionality and adjustability of amphiphilic copolymers and powerful biological activities [78] . Designed by them, nanoreactors connect enzymatic operation with function of ionic channel/polymer conjugate. Enzyme was encapsulated in amphiphilic poly(2-methyloxazoline)-block-poly(dimethylsiloxane)-block-poly(2-methyloxazoline) (PMOXA 6 −PDMS 44 −PMOXA 6 ) copolymer with incorporated outer membrane protein F (OmpF) ion channel, which additionally modified, acts like a stimuli responsive gate-opening and closing dependently on the pH (Figure 10 ). This strategy is a big step leading to create robust and stable capsules, which can serve as a device to entrap various biological components, and apart from that, the concept of regulating membrane shell permeability by introducing stimuli responsive ion channel is a step forward to optimize nanoreactors in terms of the size of transported species and type of reaction performed. Ion channels are perfect candidates to be used in applications related to ion exchange membranes and technologies as fuel cells or energy conversion systems. In the literature, we can find various examples of synthetizing polymers and copolymers with incorporated biological channels for this aim [79] . Aquaporins attract great interest in researchers because of its enhancing water flux properties [80] . This membrane water channel is bidirectional, which means that it regulates flow of water entering and going out of the cell. Aquaporins are composed of four monomers assembled in a way that the channel is narrow in the middle and wider at the ends, so allowing the passing of water molecule chain, but rejecting bigger solutes. Moreover, the internal local electrostatic field pushes the water molecules to rotate, which enhances the transport. These unusual properties depict aquaporin molecules as an excellent candidate for potential use for increasing water passage in water treatment membranes. Since aquaporin works in two directions, its orientation in a membrane film is not crucial for the membrane performance. This convenience allowed applying various techniques of its incorporation. In the literature, one can find examples of LbL immobilization [81] , active layer formation [82, 83] or covalent bonding to lipid bilayer [84] . Improvements in gradient-driven water diffusion in ion channel containing membrane designs have been discussed wider in recent reviews [85, 86] . Since the incorporation of aquaporin focused mainly on the water flow increase, random organization of channels did not affect significantly the attainment of the goal. However, for selective ion transport, confinement of channels requires the highest possible organization of biomolecule. But still, together with increase of transport properties, it is difficult to maintain the high specificity of incorporated ionic gates, which is often related to the lack of control during the immobilization process. This challenge is continuously a main problem for researchers who face difficulties with assembling ion channels in the desired orientation along the membrane. The study on a wellcontrolled immobilization of biological channels within confinement in a precisely shaped and sized nanopores of polymers like PC and PET was performed by Balme et al. [87] [88] [89] . They studied the controlled incorporation of avidin, streptavidin and amphotericin B in track-etched membranes and also successfully incorporated gramicidin ion channel improving both flux and selectivity of polymers. Gramicidin was also reported as an biomolecule used for reverse osmosis desalination enhancement [90] . This protein, selective for monopositive ions in combination with polymeric membrane, increased water flux ameliorating desalination efficiency. In this approach, the most important factor, which decided the novelty of applying this particular molecule, was high resistance in the presence of big hydraulic pressure, which is standard operation condition during reverse osmosis process.
Apart from overcoming water scarcity problem, biological channel-based biomimetic filters have good potential in recently developing application which is membrane crystallization technique [91] . Crystallization is a widely used separation technique in a chemical industry in which a crucial parameter is the ability to reproduce crystals with the desired, strict characteristics. However, traditional methods assimilate many disadvantages which hamper reaching this goal. Not exact agitation and nonhomogenous solvent-nonsolvent distribution in traditional evaporators results in poor crystal recurrence and thus low efficiency of the process. Furthermore, high energy consumption related to this technology drives for looking for alternatives. Membrane crystallization is definitely a more economic approach, which applies membrane technology to produce well-controlled crystals that grow gradually from unsaturated solution. Aquaporin biomimetic membrane found an application in this technology [92] . Significantly enhanced water passage through the protein channels incorporated in the commercial polymeric membrane (AIM60 FO membrane from Aquaporin Inside TM ) constitutes an interesting alternative for use in sodium carbonate crystallization systems in carbon dioxide capturing purpose.
Energy storage and conversion, solutions for energetic crisis and water scarcity, biosensing technology, tissue engineering, drug industry and models of understanding the mechanisms occurring in biological systems are invaluable gains from biomimetic ion channels/polymer materials. Continuous interest and growth of ideas, strategies and methods of functional channel immobilization make those biomimetic materials very special implement in membrane technology and other fields.
Nucleic acids
Nucleic acids, which include DNA and RNA, are composed of a pentose sugar, a phosphate group and a nitrogenous base. They fulfil a function of encoding and transmitting genetic information in all living organisms. Because of extremely specific interactions between nucleic acids in DNA helix (Watson-Crick base pairing AT and GC affinity), those components provide invention of highly programmable materials which are very useful biotechnological and biomedical tool. Development of amphiphilic bioinspired polymers which are able to selforganize in a form of various shapes, as mentioned before, is widely applied to separation of nucleotides, encapsulate biomolecules and drugs. Amphiphilic phenomenon is also used for fabrication micelles and solid lipid nanoparticles which have been broadly reported as efficient drug carriers (see the chapter "Recent advances in Bioartificial Polymeric Materials Based Nanovectors"). Combination of nucleic acids and synthetic elements allows production of materials which possess excellent information storage capability. Unusual properties of artificial matrix is an outset to create constructs with many possible assemblies and related to these functions. DNA can be conjugated with hydrophilic or hydrophobic polymers by covalent attachment. The strategies applied for this purpose is click chemistry coupling, Michael addition, amide bond formation, phosphoramidate linkage and others [93] [94] [95] [96] . The challenging factor of this tactics is the difficulty related to common DNA denaturation caused by harsh reaction condition. Even though covalent methods introduce some limitations and various strategies to overcome this fact were applied, many examples of covalently conjugated materials with variety of applications are reported [97, 98] .
As described before, amphiphilic properties of synthetized conjugates lead to obtain specific properties which allow the formation of nanoscale components. In case of copolymers being a base to ion channel immobilization, the whole amphiphilic constituent was artificial. However, for DNA, the only artificial element needed to create amphiphile is hydrophobic polymeric tie, while the other part is made by nucleic acid itself. Properties of those designed composites permit engineering structures in various shapes, related to their particular and unique properties. They can be organized in the shape of micelles, when hydrophobic polymeric tie is directed to the interior of the sphere and hydrophilic DNA is turned to the exterior, forming a core. The same single amphiphilic layer can form elongated shape of tubes; however, double layer can be arranged in vesicles. In vesicles, both interior and exterior are hydrophilic, but the middle layer is built from hydrophobic polymeric chain. All of the morphologies are presented in Figure 11 . Also, possibilities to engineer the structure in a very controlled way allow the design of a variety of architectures, e. g. so-called star polymers [99] . Even though polymers conjugated with DNA have found application mainly in drug delivery systems, a wide range of possibilities offered by those structures found other applications with a great impact on a technology expansion. Because of the high organization level of nucleic acids, they may be used in the organization of other macromolecular constructions [100] [101] [102] . Going along with the capability of DNA/polymer conjugates to bind to other particles, the range of its applicability is widening, e.g. in combination with magnetic nanoparticles they could be used for magnetic resonance imaging [97] . With extremely advanced specificity of binding and the highest level of molecular recognition, they are also perfect tools for diagnostics and analytic assays, because nucleic acid sequence identification in real time allows recognizing genetic mutations or monitoring gene delivery.
DNA-grafted polymeric probe reported by Gaylord et al. has potential as a detector for DNA, proteins and other biological molecules. For this approach, properties of conjugated polymers were studied [103] . Conjugated polymers are the class of compounds, which, due to the presence of delocalized electrons in their structure are fluorescent and able to interact with light. In proposed assay, detection mechanism bases on a Forester energy transfer effect, which occurrs between two chromophores. Schematic representation of those interactions is presented in the Figure 12 . Conjugated polymer (poly(9,9-bis(6-N,N,N-trimethylammonium)-hexyl)-fluorene phenylene)), called donor chromophore, is placed in a solution with peptide nucleic acid which has exactly determined sequence, called acceptor chromophore-previously labelled with a chromophore dye. When the donor chromophore enters in an excitation state, it transfers the energy to the acceptor chromophore within dipole-dipole interaction. Thus, the smallest is the distance between donor and acceptor, the more efficient is energy transfer and thus the optical properties of both polymer and peptide need to be adjusted in a way that they would favour FRET. When conjugated polymer is in the solution with noncomplementary nucleic acid strand, electrostatic interactions are too weak and the distance between strands is too large for efficient FRET effect. When a complementary single-strand DNA appears, occurs hybridization with present peptide nucleic acid and as a result, a donor chromophore gains multiple negative charges. This local higher charge density enables electrostatic interactions with conjugated polymer, which decrease the distance between donor and acceptor activating FRET. The accessibility of nucleic acid/polymer conjugate allows very high, characteristic specificity and can be used in DNA diagnostics even in very low concentrations. Moreover, recent progress in modification of DNA creates new perspectives for novel composite materials which exhibit biocompatibility, adopt various shapes and morphologies (capsules, vesicles, hydrogels etc.) and are important implement for biorecognition approaches.
Cells
The basic structural unit of an organism is a cell. This macromolecule can reproduce independently, is filled with cytoplasm, contains organelles and genetic material and is surrounded by semi-permeable membrane. Immobilization of cells is a proponent in the creation of so-called "living composites." Those types of synthetic polymeric materials contain immobilized live microorganisms, and its applications vary from medicine to agriculture or food industry.
Use of free cells in technological spheres is quite widely described [104] [105] [106] . However, immobilized microorganisms have a lot of advantages over their nonimmobilized forms. Thanks to attachment to artificial polymers, it is possible to separate them from environment, protect its biological activity and control its release. For encapsulation of microorganisms, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is widely used. To better control or even stop release, different blocking strategies have also been studied [107] . There are also many examples of entrapping bacteria for tissue engineering or biosensing approaches in various types of hydrogels [108] [109] [110] . Their high water content and elasticity make them perfect candidates as a scaffold matrix for growing cells and entrapment of live or mobile microorganisms and also drugs (look at the chapter "RECENT ADVANCES IN BIOARTIFICIAL POLYMERIC MATERIALS BASED NANOVECTORS"). Those gel crosslinked cells are introduced to degraded tissue and, while growing, they induce polymer fibres to degradation, allowing the growth of new tissues [108] ( Figure 13 ). Synthetic polymers that found application as a tissue engineering biodegradable matrix are, for example PEG or PLGA, used for entrapment of human bone and embryonic stem cells [111] [112] [113] . However, limited diffusion abilities of hydrogels put some restriction in their application in medicine and thus resulted in developing new research interests which are colloidal carriers called nanoaggregated (see the chapter "RECENT ADVANCES IN BIOARTIFICIAL POLYMERIC MATERIALS BASED NANOVECTORS"). PEG hydrogels are used also in cell biosensors for environmental monitoring, drug screening and diagnostics, as a captor of E. coli or murine fibroblasts [114, 115] .
Cell immobilization, as in the case of other biomolecules, is related to some limitations, which in this case is construction barrier. Due to cultivation method and conditions, researchers perform usually two-dimensional growth of the culture. Nevertheless, this challenge has been overcome recently, again with the help of polymeric hydrogel. Flexibility of those provide creation of tridimensional cell-entrapping structures which are potential tool for progress in tissue engineering and biotechnology [109] .
Immobilization of microbial cells is also considered to be a potential solution in terms of bioremediation and for removal of pollutants in soil and water. PDMS, PVA, latex copolymer, PLA, PU/PC and many other polymers are used as encapsulants for biomolecules. However, some of these materials, although commonly used, are poorly applicable in the bioremediation field because of its water solubility [116] or biomolecule activity limitations. Lately, another way to entrap cell biomaterial is the production of electrospun polymeric fibres [117] [118] [119] . In this approach, design of the cell/polymer composite provides significant improvement. In order to last longer, for a predetermined period of time, biomolecules need to be entrapped in a waterinsoluble material which still allows for mobility of the cell. To do it, Klein et al. immobilized cells of Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas ADP and Pseudomonas putida S12 in an electrospun hollow fibre PCL fibres [119] . From the performance of the composed fibres, it can be seen that design needs to be enhanced even though the study shows that denitrification activity in the fibres is maintained. A similar approach was repeated by Knierim who uses a similar strategy to encapsulate bacteria in PVA and then cover the shell with hydrophobic polychloro-p-xylylene (PPX) [116] and letnic, closing yeast cells in PVA and cover it with PVDF [118] . This newly developing method is a potential way to support bioremediation material challenges, and the principle of the idea is presented in Figure 14 . Many examples of applying nanofiber technology (especially as blends with chitosan) in drug entrapment for tissue engineering approaches are mentioned in the following chapter. The immobilization of living cells is a challenge, but a variety of applications and benefits which it can bring over the "free cells" use approach drive researchers to find new methods for efficient entrapment with maintaining biological activity. Biodegradable, synthetic polymers with adjusted or modified properties are promising devices to settle numerous problems and inconveniences related to fixing microorganisms, and new methods are continuously developing.
Summary
Nowadays, the polymer science has an impact in practically all life areas. Countless benefits coming from the usage of materials with high mechanical and chemical resistance, a variety of functionalities and potentiality of modification drive to the development of new application fields. A novel approach of combining these synthetic substances with biomolecules leads to obtaining multifunctional hybrid conjugates which implement bioactivity of natural component with outstanding properties of artificial polymer. Over the decades, an immense progress in bioartificial composites domain allowed to reach a high level of knowledge in terms of natural-like systems engineering, leading to diverse strategies of biomolecule immobilization. Together with different available options, including covalent and noncovalent attachment, come various challenges, related mainly with maintaining the biological activity of fixed molecules. Even though the amount of applications that achieve commercial status is still not substantial, and is expanding continuously in disciplines like "smart materials," biosensors, delivery systems, nanoreactors and many others. A huge number of remarkable developments reported in the literature present a potential of bioartificial conjugates as a fabrics with highly controllable structure and multiple functionalities, serving as a powerful nanotechnological tool. This novel approach brings closer biologists, chemists and engineers, who sharing their effort and complement the knowledge can revolutionize the field of bioartificial polymer science.
